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Why do we need to know?
As population and technology change and international economies become more globalised, the
sector is facing a number of challenges around how we fund, build, and manage our transport
system.
A key overarching question is what transport system do we need or want to meet the needs of
users? Having a clear set of strategic challenges can help us understand what is important to us and
what might be impeding us from having a transport system that maximises social and economic
impacts and minimises harm.

Strategic challenges

Focus area for the next 1‐3 years

Knowledge needs

SC1 What are the right
mechanisms and
technologies for
managing
transport demand?

Technologies provide potential for funding and charging
mechanisms
h i
((such
h as time‐based
ti
b d and
d llocation‐based
ti b d
charging) that were previously not feasible. What are the
roles of transport demand management in land use and
urban development? What does a comprehensive well
designed approach to ensure a smooth transition towards
implementation of demand pricing look like?
The most effective and efficient transport or access
activity considers modes as a system and chooses the
right mode from that system. What is the best modal
choice and how best to encourage that choice
(considering changing land use and urban development
patterns)?



SC2 How best to
maximise benefits
of transport
through best
modal choice?

What are they?
Strategic challenges are difficult issues, tasks, or situations that require concerted effort to be
addressed successfully. Knowing what strategic challenges are helps us to set priorities to make
sure things are done in the right order to achieve the goals. However, the term ‘strategic
challenges’ is not synonymous with the term ‘priorities’. Priorities refer to things that take
precedence over others, even though they might not relate to the challenges we are facing.
In terms of meeting data,
data information,
information and research needs,
needs having a list of strategic challenges
helps to answer what we need to achieve our goals. When considered in conjunction with the
Transport Domain Plan, Transport Research Strategy, and the Triple‐4 knowledge development and
prioritisation framework, we can identify data, information, and research priorities.
The Cross‐Agency Governance Committee (CAGC) identified the following seven inter‐related
strategic challenges (SC) facing the sector when addressing multi‐dimensional and interrelated
transport issues effectively and efficiently:
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

What are the right mechanisms and technologies for managing transport demand?
How best to maximise the benefits of transport through best modal choice?
How best to minimise harm (safety and health)?
How best to improve the agility and resilience of the transport system?
How best to seize the opportunities arising from technological developments?
How best to lower transport‐related
transport related environmental impacts?
How best to maintain international connectedness to facilitate economic development?

The knowledge needed to help address these strategic challenges includes:
• understanding user preferences and behaviour
• understanding and influencing demand
• understanding and measuring system performance
• identifying,
identifying quantifying,
quantifying and valuing transport benefits
• understanding effectiveness and efficiency of interventions
The relationships between strategic challenges and knowledge needs are summarised in the table
overleaf.
The strategic challenges listed capture ideas shared by the CAGC at a specific time. These strategic
challenges will resonate differently with individual agencies
agencies. Agencies will have their own
perspectives on the state of existing knowledge to identify specific research requirements.
The CAGC will review and update the strategic challenges every 12 to 18 months.

SC3 How best to
minimise harm
((safetyy and
health)?

SC4 How best to
improve the agility
and resilience of
the transport
system?

SC5 How best to seize
the opportunities
arising from
technological
developments?
SC6 How best to lower
t
transport‐related
t l t d
environmental
impacts?
SC7 How best to
maintain
international
connectedness to
facilitate economic
development?

To choose the best interventions or mode choice
and to achieve the right level of resilience, we need
to:


We need system metrics so that we can monitor the
provision
i i and
d operation
ti off th
the ttransportt system
t
against
i t

characteristics we value. How do we ensure that
meaningful and compatible data is used for managing the
provision and operation of the transport system?
Technologies, education, engineering, and enforcement

have made big transport safety gains over time, but we
know decisions by individuals are still causing

unnecessary harms. What are the best interventions to
influence safer behaviours and to minimise health
impacts?
We need to understand how social, economic, and
environmental events (such as increased uptake of
technologies, changes in land use and location decisions,
changes in global trade patterns, changing weather
patterns, and earthquakes) may affect our transport
system (eg getting people where they need to go and
getting goods to markets). Then, what do we need to do
to ensure the right level of resilience?
As technologies emerge, the interplay between travel,
gy mayy change.
g What are the
infrastructure,, and technology
systems and capabilities we need so as to take advantage
of the technology opportunities and to manage the
challenges? Where do we want to be responsive and
where do we want to lead?
While delivering the transport system to help New
Zealand thrive
thrive, which interventions are best for lowering
greenhouse gas emissions and protecting the
environment that New Zealand people and businesses
value?
What opportunities and challenges, advantages and
disadvantages does New Zealand have being far away
from international markets? What are the roles of
transport? How are these changing (eg bigger ships) and
can we manage changes through transport‐related
interventions?

Demand pricing options need to be understood
i terms
in
t
off allll th
the knowledge
k
l d themes:
th
we need
d
to understand the fiscal, infrastructure,
business, social, and access impacts.

understand user preferences and behaviours so
that we know how best to influence their
decisions and target measures to influence or
encourage transport demand, choice, and
behaviour
have a robust approach to quantify and value
transport impacts so we can assess the costs
and benefits of interventions
understand the effectiveness and efficiency of
interventions so we can make the right decision
understand and measure system performance
so we can improve system planning and
management to make better policy,
operational, infrastructure construction and
maintenance decisions (considering transport
and related impacts including land use, urban
and regional development).

We need to understand


the system requirements so we can better plan
and manage uptake of technologies



the impacts that technology opportunities can
have on user behaviour and needs and the
resulting transport impacts.

See knowledge needs for SC2, SC3 and SC4 above

To understand the roles of transport in maintaining
international connectedness, we need to


understand user perspectives and needs
(including those of both New Zealanders and
our international suppliers and customers)



have a robust approach to quantify and value
transport impacts.
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Investing in the right research
What tool to use to develop and prioritise research?
The TTriple‐4
Th
i l 4 knowledge
k
l d development
d l
t and
d prioritisation
i iti ti framework
f
k is
i designed
d i d to
t help
h l research
h funders
f d and
d providers
id gett a
good understanding of knowledge needs to assist with prioritising investments in policy, research and information
gathering. It has three components, each with four elements and it is designed to be iterative.
The structure
i.
Define the purpose of a knowledge development initiative
ii. Clearly define the problem or opportunity for research
iii. Develop and define a proposed response
iv. Follow the Triple‐4 framework process to assess and prioritise the proposed response
The Triple‐4 framework process
 Step 1: Identifies knowledge gaps to achieving long‐term sector outcomes, which include effectiveness, efficiency,
resilience, safety and responsibility.
 Step 2: Identifies the nature and extent of the knowledge gaps in defining, assessing, delivering and balancing
outcomes.
 Step 3: Assesses the priority of knowledge needs by testing against the four principles :
• Impact – Can we identify existing and potential end use and end users? Do we know what the benefits will be and
how big they are? Do we know how necessary the research is?
• Breadth of applications – Will the knowledge gained by the research be accessible across the sector? Can the
knowledge be used flexibly and applied in different situations?
• Access to right resources – Are we able to access the skills, capability, techniques, tools and systems required? Is the
required data reliable and available? Do we have the capacity to do the work and is it affordable?
• Strategic value – Can the knowledge gained by doing the research help to address the strategic issues/challenges
faced by the sector? Is this the right time to do this research considering the strategic issues/challenges?

What research is the transport sector
investing in to address the strategic challenges?
The NZ Transport
p Agency
g y manages
g the sector’s research p
programme
g
and
invests, through its research programme, in innovative and relevant research
that contributes to achieving the government’s goals for transport and to
addressing the strategic challenges.
The list of strategic challenges was not available at the time when the NZ
Transport Agency developed the 2015‐18 Research Programmes. This chart
provides an indicative p
p
picture of investment byy strategic
g challenge
g for the
three years to June 2018.
Apart from the NZ Transport Agency, the Ministry of Transport, Maritime
New Zealand, Civil Aviation Authority, Local Government New Zealand, and
the NZ Automobile Association also invest in transport‐related research.
p that has been developed
p for
The next section summaries the Actions Map
each strategic challenge, outlining the key research activities of the Ministry
of Transport, the NZ Transport Agency and other agencies.
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Actions map of data, information, and research projects
Strategic Challenge 1: What are the right mechanisms and technologies for managing transport demand?
Strategic challenge
description

Link s to other strategic
challenges

Technologies provide
potential for funding and
charging mechanisms (such
as time‐based and location‐
based charging) previously
not feasible.
What are roles of transport
demand management in
land use and urban
development?
What does a comprehensive
well designed approach to
ensure a smooth transition
towards implementation of
demand pricing look like?

NOW – Active projects

Shared mobility, travel demand, and
emission impacts

Next (subject to funding)
MOT/ITF

$$$



Social impacts of time and space‐
based road pricing (NB: with ITF)

SC2
SC4

SC3
SC4

A review of international experience
on road pricing



A thorough investigation into pricing
for demand management purposes



Tourist insights on journey experience
and regional development



Wider benefits and value capture
mechanisms

MOT/NZTA

$$$


$

$$$

$$

$$



Alternative financing, funding and
charging mechanisms

Key:

SC = strategic challenge
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

manage transport demand
best modal choice
minimise harm
resilience
technology challenges
lower environmental impacts
international connectedness

Project
(LHS
of the box))
j description
p
(

Research‐related
Data/information‐
related

$$



Side bars (RHS
of the box))
(
Project lead ( NZTA,  MoT,  other,  cross‐agency)

Direct link to SC

Later (subject to funding)

Knowledge
g themes

*NZTA funded

User behaviour and needs

$

Estimated cost rating, $ (under $100k), $$ ($100‐$150k), $$$ (over $150k)

Transport impacts



Estimated complexity rating, one to three stars
Transport Domain Plan (DP) recommendations are indicated in the project
lead box or in the description box, where applicable.

System planning and management
Future funding and charging
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Actions map of data, information, and research projects
Strategic Challenge 2: How best to maximise benefits of transport through best modal choice
Strategic challenge
description

Link s to other strategic
challenges

NOW – Active projects
Better understand accessibility in
New Zealand

The most effective and
efficient transport or access
activity considers modes as
a system and chooses the
right mode from that
system.

SC1

What is the best modal
choice and how best to
encourage that choice
(considering changing land
use and urban development
patterns)?

SC6

SC3

A pilot study on relative value of
non‐market transport impacts

Later (subject to funding)

Next (subject to funding)
DP R2.4

$$





$$



SC6
Modelling the co‐benefits of
increased mode shift to cycling

$



Next Generation of New Zealand
Transport Models

$$$





Impacts of demographic changes on
the land transport system

$


SC3

Driver licensing and employment
project



SC4

Develop approaches to estimate
regional input‐output tables



We need system metrics so
that we can monitor the
provision and operation of
the transport system against
characteristics we value.

$$

$$

Methods to assess p
performance of
transport interventions



Condition assessment of unsealed
roads



How do we ensure that
meaningful and compatible
data is used for managing
the provision and operation
of the transport system?

$$$
$$

Framework to understand actual
returns from investment (DP R4.1)
Research into Māori views on
transport
Review Transport Indicators
framework



$$


DP R2.14

$$



DP H7

$



Improve information on local
d capacity
it and
d utilisation
tili ti
roads

DP R4.19

$$$


Review Transport Domain Plan
Stocktake

Key:

SC = strategic challenge
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

manage transport demand
best modal choice
minimise harm
resilience
technology challenges
lower environmental impacts
international connectedness

Project
j description
p
((LHS of the box))

Side bars ((RHS of the box))
Project lead ( NZTA,  MoT,  other,  cross‐agency)

Direct link to SC
Research‐related
Data/information‐
related

DP H1E

$$



Knowledge
g themes

*NZTA funded

User behaviour and needs

$

Estimated cost rating, $ (under $100k), $$ ($100‐$150k), $$$ (over $150k)

Transport impacts



Estimated complexity rating, one to three stars
Transport Domain Plan (DP) recommendations are indicated in the project
lead box or in the description box, where applicable.

System planning and management
Future funding and charging
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Actions map of data, information, and research projects
Strategic Challenge 3: How best to minimise harm (safety and health)?
Strategic challenge
description

Link s to other strategic
challenges

Technologies, education,
engineering, and
enforcement have made big
transport safety gains over
time,, but we know decisions
by individuals are still
causing unnecessary harms.

SC1

NOW – Active projects
DP R2.8

Better understanding user
preference and behaviour

$$

Mode choice

User types

Response to prices and other factors



SC2

Insights into customer attitudes and
preferences on transport

SC6

What are the best
interventions to influence
safer behaviours and to
minimise health impacts?

Later (subject to funding)

Next (subject to funding)

DP R2.8

$$



Comparative
i cost effectiveness
ff i
off
road and vehicle safety measures

Levers to influence safety
behaviour
Qualitative and quantitative analysis
of road tolls

Evaluation of the vehicle licensing
reforms introduced in 2014

$$

$

Understanding spatial distribution and
health impacts of nitrogen dioxide

$$$


MfE / NZTA


Drivers’ responses
p
to warningg
applications

$$$

Levels of service for cycling (actual
vs perception of cycle safety)

$$$



Post‐impact case – the fifth pillar –
how well New Zealand delivers



$$



Understand drivers’ responses to
keep left arrows

Monitoring the public health impact arising
from road traffic noise

SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

manage transport demand
best modal choice
minimise harm
resilience
technology challenges
lower environmental impacts
international connectedness

Project description (LHS of the box)

Data/information‐
related

$



Research to support graduated
driver licensing review



R
Research
h to support lland
d transport
offences and penalties review



Project lead ( NZTA,  MoT,  other,  cross‐agency)

$


$
$

$$$


Side bars (RHS of the box)

Direct link to SC
Research‐related

$$$





Understanding pavement acoustic
performance

SC = strategic
g challenge
g

$$





Beyond safe system – the next
safety paradigm

Key:
y

$$



*NZTA funded
Estimated cost rating, $ (under $100k), $$ ($100‐$150k), $$$ (over $150k)
Estimated complexity rating, one to three stars
Transport Domain Plan (DP) recommendations are indicated in the project
lead box or in the description box, where applicable.

Knowledge themes
User behaviour and needs
Transport impacts
System planning and management
Future funding and charging
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Actions map of data, information, and research projects
Strategic Challenge 4: How best to improve the agility and resilience of the transport system?
Strategic challenge
description
We need to understand
how social, economic, and
environmental events (such
as increased uptake of
technologies changes in
technologies,
land use and location
decisions, changes in global
trade patterns, changing
weather patterns, and
earthquakes) may affect our
transport system (eg getting
people where they need to
go and getting goods to
markets).

Link s to other strategic
challenges

SC1 SC2

What do we need to do to
ensure the right level of
resilience?

NOW – Active projects

Establishing the value of resilience

Later (subject to funding)

Next (subject to funding)

$$



Wellington Resilience Programme

$$$

 

All‐of‐government Strategic
Resilience Programme

Value for money from maintenance,
renewals, operations and improvements

$$$

Asset management research ‐ road
seal and bitumen binders

$$$

$$$

 

2016 Kaikōura earthquake – evaluate supply
chain and infrastructure resilience



Future employment and economic activities,
transport,
transport and land use implications



$$

$$





Permeability of chip seal and
asphaltic concrete surfaces

$$

Field validation of load damage
exponents for weak low volume road

$$





Towards sustainable pavement
aggregate supply

Key:
y

SC = strategic
g challenge
g
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

manage transport demand
best modal choice
minimise harm
resilience
technology challenges
lower environmental impacts
international connectedness

Project description (LHS of the box)

Side bars (RHS of the box)
Project lead ( NZTA,  MoT,  other,  cross‐agency)

Direct link to SC
Research‐related
Data/information‐
related

$


*NZTA funded
Estimated cost rating, $ (under $100k), $$ ($100‐$150k), $$$ (over $150k)
Estimated complexity rating, one to three stars
Transport Domain Plan (DP) recommendations are indicated in the project
lead box or in the description box, where applicable.

MBIE/NZTA

$$


Knowledge themes
User behaviour and needs
Transport impacts
System planning and management
Future funding and charging
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Actions map of data, information, and research projects
Strategic Challenge 5: How best to seize the opportunities arising from technological developments?
Strategic challenge
description

Link s to other strategic
challenges

Influence of internet communication
and commerce on transport demand

As technologies emerge, the
interplay between travel,
infrastructure, and
technology may change.
What are the systems and
capabilities that we need to
take advantage of the
technology opportunities
and manage the challenges?

NOW – Active projects

Technology‐related transport skill
requirements and availability

SC7



$$



$$




Use of technology to measure and
improve urban freight movements

$$


Electric bicycle standards and safety
Standardisation of laboratory
compaction energies

Where do we want to be
responsive
i and
d where
h
d
do
we want to lead?

Rate of technology adoption (S curve)
and impacts on transport

$$


NZ readiness to support deployment of
automated and connected vehicles

SC4

Later (subject to funding)

Next (subject to funding)

Data opportunities for intelligent
mobility

$

$




$$$


$$


Manage impact of new technology –
regulating AV, achieving EV and other targets



SC3

Connected vehicle data operability

Develop approach to measure
predictable bus, rail and ferry journeys

Key:
y

SC = strategic
g challenge
g
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

manage transport demand
best modal choice
minimise harm
resilience
technology challenges
lower environmental impacts
international connectedness

Project description (LHS of the box)

Data/information ‐
related

Investigation into vehicle safety technologies
(Third Safer Journeys Action Plan)

$$$

Big data and intelligent transport system –
provision and use of real‐time data

DP H9
$$$


Implement the transport sector information
management framework, including stewardship,
asset register, and open data candidates

DP H5
n/a


Network and asset management benefits of
real‐time data

$$


$

DP R1.2
$$


Future transport (and future “second‐
hand” vehicles) for all New Zealanders

Scoping work for implementing a Road
Safety Data Strategy

Project lead ( NZTA,  MoT,  other,  cross‐agency)



Gather information on disposal of vehicle
related waste (including battery)


TBC




Side bars (RHS of the box)

Direct link to SC
Research‐related

$$


TBC
TBC

$$$


*NZTA funded
Estimated cost rating, $ (under $100k), $$ ($100‐$150k), $$$ (over $150k)
Estimated complexity rating, one to three stars
Transport Domain Plan (DP) recommendations are indicated in the project
lead box or in the description box, where applicable.

$



Knowledge themes
User behaviour and needs
Transport impacts
System planning and management
Future funding and charging
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Actions map of data, information, and research projects
Strategic Challenge 6: How best to lower transport related environmental impacts?
Strategic challenge
description

Link s to other strategic
challenges

While delivering the
transport system to help
New Zealand thrive, which
interventions are best for
lowering greenhouse gas
emissions and protecting
the environment that New
Zealand people and
businesses value?

NOW – Active projects
Monitoring achievement of Electric
Vehicle (EV) target

SC5

$


Attitude towards shared mobility and
impacts on emissions and accessibility

$$$


Test NZ vehicles to measure real world
fuel use and emissions (DP R11.1)

$$$


SC2

Later (subject to funding)

Next (subject to funding)



Fuel efficiency and consumers’
motivations for vehicle purchases

$


Assessing policy initiatives to
improve light fleet fuel efficiency

$


Assess the effectiveness of transport
$$
GHG reduction interventions

Minimising severance of high ‐value ecological
habitat caused by linear transport infrastructure
Update of Health Impact of Air Pollution in NZ
(HAPiNZ) – post Census 2018

Establish a national environmental aspects
and impacts register ( DP R11.1 & R11.2)

Monitoring the environmental and public
impacts of transport emissions

Key:
y

SC = strategic
g challenge
g
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

manage transport demand
best modal choice
minimise harm
resilience
technology challenges
lower environmental impacts
international connectedness

Project description (LHS of the box)

Research‐related
Data/information ‐
related

$$$


Project lead ( NZTA,  MoT,  other,  cross‐agency)

$


$$$


$$$


Side bars (RHS of the box)

Direct link to SC

TBC


*NZTA funded
Estimated cost rating, $ (under $100k), $$ ($100‐$150k), $$$ (over $150k)
Estimated complexity rating, one to three stars
Transport Domain Plan (DP) recommendations are indicated in the project
lead box or in the description box, where applicable.

Monitoring the environmental impact
arising from storm water run‐off from roads

$$$


Monitoring the value derived from meeting
requirements of environmental legislations

$$$


Knowledge themes
User behaviour and needs
Transport impacts
System planning and management
Future funding and charging
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Actions map of data, information and research projects
Strategic Challenge 7: How best to maintain international connectedness to facilitate economic development?
Strategic challenge
description

Link s to other strategic
challenges

What opportunities and
challenges, advantages, and
disadvantages does New
Zealand have being far away
from international markets?

NOW – Active projects
Valuing time and reliability for
freight transport

$$


Identifying freight indicators

What are the roles of
transport?
How are these changing (eg
bigger ships) and can we
manage changes through
t
transport‐related
t l t d
interventions?

Key:
y

$$

What are the roles of transport in
maintaining international connections

SC5

SC = strategic
g challenge
g
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

Later (subject to funding)

Next (subject to funding)

manage transport demand
best modal choice
minimise harm
resilience
technology challenges
lower environmental impacts
international connectedness

System dynamics investigation of
freight flows and Upper North Island
network performance

$$


Establish data partnership with freight
operators (aviation, Cook Strait, rail) (DP R3.6,
R3.10, R3.12 & R1.12)

Project description (LHS of the box)

Research‐related
Data/information ‐
related

DP R3.9E
$$


Side bars (RHS of the box)
Project lead ( NZTA,  MoT,  other,  cross‐agency)

Direct link to SC

$


$$



*NZTA funded
Estimated cost rating, $ (under $100k), $$ ($100‐$150k), $$$ (over $150k)
Estimated complexity rating, one to three stars
Transport Domain Plan (DP) recommendations are indicated in the project
lead box or in the description box, where applicable.

Data standards for rail, sea and air
transport



Improve access to data on the rail
network

DP R6.8
$$$


Understand freight choice and demand and
regional, urban and light freight and NFDS
update ( DP R3.10, R3.5 and R3.7)

DP R3.9E
$$


Knowledge themes
User behaviour and needs
Transport impacts
System planning and management
Future funding and charging
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Related
documents2.
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Read this supporting document in conjunction with:
1. New Zealand Transport Domain Plan
An online PDF is available at:
www.transport.govt.nz/transport-domain-plan.pdf
2.		Full List of Recommendations
An online PDF is available at:
http://www.transport.govt.nz/legacyfileredirect/full-list-recommendations.pdf
3.		New Zealand Transport Research Strategy
An online PDF is available at:
www.transport.govt.nz/transport-research-strategy.pdf
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